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SHADOWLINE TRIM
S E R I E S  B Y

All MeTrim products
are designed and

manufactured in Australia

Sustainable Products

Vio Marchidan

ME TRIM is the result of much-needed 
innovation in the joinery industry.
Aware of increasing time delays, costs 
and labour pressures in building and 
construction, Vio Marchidan created 
a product that would alleviate these 
pain points while transforming the 
options for architects and interior 
designers.

A master tiler by trade, Vio applied his 
ambition for continuous improvement 
with his extensive knowledge of the 
construction industry, creating a product 
that improves interior spaces, cuts down 
on installation times, and reduces the 
number of tradespeople required. 
His ground-breaking solution questioned
the stale and uninspired ways of working 
with a simple and ingenious replacement 
for traditional timber borders on 
bathroom windows and doors. Made to 
the highest quality and manufacturing 
standards, Vio’s minimalist aluminium 
tile trim e�ectively rede�nes the spatial 
potential of interiors with colours that 
subtly align with the existing bathroom 
theme or position trim as an unexpected 
focal point.



A colour palette to 
suit your scheme.

Box Series

L Series

Round Series

Corner Trim

Corners and trims available in matching colours. 

Pairing seamlessly with modern interiors

Neat-as-a-pin precision and control

Eliminate Timber 
Architraves

Speeds up
Installation

3 Di�erent
Pro�les

Available in
multiple colours

FINISHES AVAILABLE: [G] Gloss  [S] Satin  [M] Matt  [FM] Flat Matt  [T] Texture
*Colours by special order please contact us for further details.
DISCLAIMER: While we make every e�ort to ensure that the colours here accurately represent the product, 
please be aware that they may vary due to printing, please contact ME TRIM to request painted colour swatches.

ME TRIM’s innovative Shadowline aluminium tile 
trim supports distinct, award-winning interiors 
while introducing signi�cant e�ciency in the 
construction process. Clean, elegant shadowlines 
perfectly accentuate bathroom or kitchen doors 
and windows, and can be applied as an 
eye-catching colour element or subtle 
complement to any design scheme. 

Versatile in application, ME TRIM allows greater 
precision and control, with a variety of 
colourways and sizing to suit bespoke projects. 
Transformative in smaller areas, ME TRIM’s sleek 
look enhances the sense of space, visually 
amplifying petite bathrooms or kitchen areas 
and adding a modern edge to door and window 
openings. Allowing tiling right up to the edge, 
ME TRIM protects tiles from damage and delivers 
an incredibly polished and contemporary �nish.

Add decorative appeal and complement your 
bathroom aesthetic with custom colour-
matched trim. ME TRIM’s masterfully curated 
colour palette pairs seamlessly with popular 
paint shades and grout colours available in 
the Australian market. Choose colours that 
emphasise the space around doors and windows 
as a stand-out feature, or select a re�ned and 
cohesive shade to support a minimalist look.

Designed and manufactured in Australia using 
responsibly sourced materials, the extensive 
ME TRIM range is available in thoughtfully 
composed colours, shapes and sizes that 
bring extraordinary quality to any bathroom. 
With outstanding performance, design �exibility, 
and striking visual appeal, ME TRIM is a 
revolutionary enabler for a transformative 
modern design that de�es convention.


